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Question

Steady electric current can give steady magnetic field           

OR Changing magnetic field can give steady electric current

we can ask:

Steady magnetic field can give steady electric current

Because of symmetry between electricity and magnetism ☛ 

S ECT I O N  31 . 1 •  Faraday’s Law of Induction 969

Finally, the galvanometer reads zero when there is either a steady current or no
current in the primary circuit. The key to understanding what happens in this experi-
ment is to note first that when the switch is closed, the current in the primary circuit
produces a magnetic field that penetrates the secondary circuit. Furthermore, when

Active Figure 31.1 (a) When a magnet is moved toward a loop of wire connected to a
sensitive ammeter, the ammeter deflects as shown, indicating that a current is induced
in the loop. (b) When the magnet is held stationary, there is no induced current in the
loop, even when the magnet is inside the loop. (c) When the magnet is moved away
from the loop, the ammeter deflects in the opposite direction, indicating that the
induced current is opposite that shown in part (a). Changing the direction of the
magnet’s motion changes the direction of the current induced by that motion.
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At the Active Figures link
at http://www.pse6.com, you
can move the magnet and
observe the current in the
ammeter.

At the Active Figures link
at http://www.pse6.com, you
can open and close the switch
and observe the current in the
ammeter.

Active Figure 31.2 Faraday’s experiment. When the switch in the primary circuit is
closed, the ammeter in the secondary circuit deflects momentarily. The emf induced in
the secondary circuit is caused by the changing magnetic field through the secondary coil.
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When a magnet is moved toward a loop of wire ☛ sensitive ammeter deflects    

When  magnet is held stationary ☛ there is no induced current in the loop 
                                

indicating that induced current is in opposite direction

even when the magnet is inside the loop

                                     indicating that current is induced in the loop
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Answer

Steady electric current can give steady magnetic field           

OR Changing magnetic field can give steady electric current

we can ask:

Steady magnetic field can give steady electric current ✘
✔

Because of symmetry between electricity and magnetism ☛ 

S ECT I O N  31 . 1 •  Faraday’s Law of Induction 969

Finally, the galvanometer reads zero when there is either a steady current or no
current in the primary circuit. The key to understanding what happens in this experi-
ment is to note first that when the switch is closed, the current in the primary circuit
produces a magnetic field that penetrates the secondary circuit. Furthermore, when

Active Figure 31.1 (a) When a magnet is moved toward a loop of wire connected to a
sensitive ammeter, the ammeter deflects as shown, indicating that a current is induced
in the loop. (b) When the magnet is held stationary, there is no induced current in the
loop, even when the magnet is inside the loop. (c) When the magnet is moved away
from the loop, the ammeter deflects in the opposite direction, indicating that the
induced current is opposite that shown in part (a). Changing the direction of the
magnet’s motion changes the direction of the current induced by that motion.
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Active Figure 31.2 Faraday’s experiment. When the switch in the primary circuit is
closed, the ammeter in the secondary circuit deflects momentarily. The emf induced in
the secondary circuit is caused by the changing magnetic field through the secondary coil.
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9.1 Magnetic Flux

① Magnetic flux through surface S

Chapter 8

Faraday’s Law of Induction

8.1 Faraday’s Law

In the previous chapter, we have shown that steady electric current can give
steady magnetic field because of the symmetry between electricity & magnetism.
We can ask: Steady magnetic field can give steady electric current. �

OR Changing magnetic field can give steady electric current. �

Define :

(1) Magnetic flux through surface S:

�m =

ˆ
S

�B · d �A

Unit of �m : Weber (Wb)
1Wb = 1Tm2

(2) Graphical:

�m = Number of magnetic field lines passing through surface S

Faraday’s law of induction:

Induced emf |E| = N

�����
d�m

dt

�����

where N = Number of coils in the circuit.

Unit of �m

�m =

Z

S

~B · d ~A

Weber (Wb)
1Wb = 1Tm2

② Graphical

☛ number of magnetic field lines passing through surface

Flux through plane is maximum when magnetic field is perpendicular to plane

Flux through plane is zero when magnetic field is parallel to plane surface

30.5 Magnetic Flux

The flux associated with a magnetic field is defined in a manner similar to that used to
define electric flux (see Eq. 24.3). Consider an element of area dA on an arbitrarily
shaped surface, as shown in Figure 30.20. If the magnetic field at this element is B, the
magnetic flux through the element is B ! dA, where dA is a vector that is perpendicular
to the surface and has a magnitude equal to the area dA. Therefore, the total magnetic
flux "B through the surface is

(30.18)

Consider the special case of a plane of area A in a uniform field B that makes an
angle # with dA. The magnetic flux through the plane in this case is

(30.19)

If the magnetic field is parallel to the plane, as in Figure 30.21a, then # $ 90° and the
flux through the plane is zero. If the field is perpendicular to the plane, as in Figure
30.21b, then # $ 0 and the flux through the plane is BA (the maximum value).

The unit of magnetic flux is T ! m2, which is defined as a weber (Wb); 1 Wb $
1 T ! m2.

"B $ BA cos #

"B $  ! B !d A

940 CHAPTE R  3 0 •  Sources of the Magnetic Field

We also could obtain this result by reconsidering the magnetic field of a toroid
(see Example 30.5). If the radius r of the torus in Figure 30.14 containing N turns is
much greater than the toroid’s cross-sectional radius a, a short section of the toroid
approximates a solenoid for which n $ N/2%r. In this limit, Equation 30.16 agrees with
Equation 30.17.

Equation 30.17 is valid only for points near the center (that is, far from the ends)
of a very long solenoid. As you might expect, the field near each end is smaller than
the value given by Equation 30.17. At the very end of a long solenoid, the magnitude of
the field is half the magnitude at the center (see Problem 32).

Quick Quiz 30.6 Consider a solenoid that is very long compared to the
radius. Of the following choices, the most effective way to increase the magnetic field
in the interior of the solenoid is to (a) double its length, keeping the number of turns
per unit length constant, (b) reduce its radius by half, keeping the number of turns per
unit length constant, (c) overwrapping the entire solenoid with an additional layer of
current-carrying wire.
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θ

Figure 30.20 The magnetic flux
through an area element dA is
B ! dA $ B dA cos #, where dA is a
vector perpendicular to the
surface.
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Active Figure 30.21 Magnetic flux through a plane lying in a magnetic field.
(a) The flux through the plane is zero when the magnetic field is parallel to the plane
surface. (b) The flux through the plane is a maximum when the magnetic field is
perpendicular to the plane.

At the Active Figures link
at http://www.pse6.com, you
can rotate the plane and
change the value of the field to
see the effect on the flux.
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We also could obtain this result by reconsidering the magnetic field of a toroid
(see Example 30.5). If the radius r of the torus in Figure 30.14 containing N turns is
much greater than the toroid’s cross-sectional radius a, a short section of the toroid
approximates a solenoid for which n $ N/2%r. In this limit, Equation 30.16 agrees with
Equation 30.17.

Equation 30.17 is valid only for points near the center (that is, far from the ends)
of a very long solenoid. As you might expect, the field near each end is smaller than
the value given by Equation 30.17. At the very end of a long solenoid, the magnitude of
the field is half the magnitude at the center (see Problem 32).

Quick Quiz 30.6 Consider a solenoid that is very long compared to the
radius. Of the following choices, the most effective way to increase the magnetic field
in the interior of the solenoid is to (a) double its length, keeping the number of turns
per unit length constant, (b) reduce its radius by half, keeping the number of turns per
unit length constant, (c) overwrapping the entire solenoid with an additional layer of
current-carrying wire.
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through an area element dA is
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Active Figure 30.21 Magnetic flux through a plane lying in a magnetic field.
(a) The flux through the plane is zero when the magnetic field is parallel to the plane
surface. (b) The flux through the plane is a maximum when the magnetic field is
perpendicular to the plane.

At the Active Figures link
at http://www.pse6.com, you
can rotate the plane and
change the value of the field to
see the effect on the flux.

Definition of magnetic flux

�m

☛
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9.2 Faraday’s Law

Faraday’s law of induction Induced emf ☛ 

S ECT I O N  31 . 1 •  Faraday’s Law of Induction 969

Finally, the galvanometer reads zero when there is either a steady current or no
current in the primary circuit. The key to understanding what happens in this experi-
ment is to note first that when the switch is closed, the current in the primary circuit
produces a magnetic field that penetrates the secondary circuit. Furthermore, when

Active Figure 31.1 (a) When a magnet is moved toward a loop of wire connected to a
sensitive ammeter, the ammeter deflects as shown, indicating that a current is induced
in the loop. (b) When the magnet is held stationary, there is no induced current in the
loop, even when the magnet is inside the loop. (c) When the magnet is moved away
from the loop, the ammeter deflects in the opposite direction, indicating that the
induced current is opposite that shown in part (a). Changing the direction of the
magnet’s motion changes the direction of the current induced by that motion.
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At the Active Figures link
at http://www.pse6.com, you
can move the magnet and
observe the current in the
ammeter.

At the Active Figures link
at http://www.pse6.com, you
can open and close the switch
and observe the current in the
ammeter.

Active Figure 31.2 Faraday’s experiment. When the switch in the primary circuit is
closed, the ammeter in the secondary circuit deflects momentarily. The emf induced in
the secondary circuit is caused by the changing magnetic field through the secondary coil.
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   is caused by changing magnetic field through secondary coil

When switch in primary circuit is closedFaraday’s experiment
ammeter in secondary circuit deflects momentarily

emf induced in secondary circuit

|E| = N
���
d�m

dt

���

number of coils in circuit
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8.2. LENZ’ LAW 99

�B = Constant �B = Constant B̂ = Constant �B = Constant
�A = Constant Â = Constant dB/dt ⇤= 0 A = Constant

dA/dt ⇤= 0 �A = Constant dÂ/dt ⇤= 0
E = 0 � |E| > 0 � |E| > 0 � |E| > 0

Note : The induced emf drives a current throughout the circuit, similar to the
function of a battery. However, the di⇥erence here is that the induced emf
is distributed throughout the circuit. The consequence is that we cannot
define a potential di�erence between any two points in the circuit.

Suppose there is an induced current in the loop, can we
define �VAB?

Recall:

�VAB = VA � VB = iR > 0

⇥ VA > VB

Going anti-clockwise (same as i),

If we start from A, going to B, then we get VA > VB.
If we start from B, going to A, then we get VB > VA.

� We cannot define �VAB !!

This situation is like when we study the interior of a battery.

A battery

The loop

⇥
⌥⌃

⌥⌅
provides the energy needed to drive the
charge carriers around the circuit by

�
⌥⇧

⌥⇤

chemical reactions.

changing magnetic flux.

sources of emf non-electric means

8.2 Lenz’ Law

(1) The flux of the magnetic field due to induced current opposes the change
in flux that causes the induced current.

consequence 

Note

Induced emf drives a current throughout circuit similar

Difference here is that induced emf is distributed throughout circuit

to function of a battery

we cannot define a potential difference between any two points in circuit

!
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(1) The flux of the magnetic field due to induced current opposes the change
in flux that causes the induced current.

Recall
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) VA > VB

Going anti-clockwise (same as  )i
If we start from     going to        then we get

If we start from     going to        then we getA
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B
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�VAB) We cannot define !!

This situation is like when we study interior of a battery
A battery provides energy needed to drive chemical reactions

sources of emf

A loop charge carriers around circuit by

non-electric means

changing magnetic flux

no
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9.3 Lenz’s Law

① Flux of magnetic field due to induced current

② Induced current is in such a direction 

③	Incorporating Lenz’s law into Faraday’s Law ☛ 

E = �N
d�m

dt

E
d�m

dt
> 0, �m " ) )

)) )~B �m #�m

If appears Induced current 
appears

-field due to 
induced current

change in
so that

opposes change in flux that causes induced current

as to oppose changes that produces it
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         This motion sets up a counterclockwise current in the loop

 What happens if we assume that current is clockwise 
such that direction of magnetic force exerted on bar is to the right?

This (in turn) would cause area enclosed by loop to increase more rapidly 
this would result in increase in induced current 
which would cause increase in force 
which would produce increase in current ... and so on... 

④ Lenz’s Law is consequence from principle of conservation of energy

  Suppose bar is given slight push to right

That is, the induced current tends to keep the original magnetic flux through the
circuit from changing. We shall show that this law is a consequence of the law of
conservation of energy.

To understand Lenz’s law, let us return to the example of a bar moving to the
right on two parallel rails in the presence of a uniform magnetic field (the external
magnetic field, Fig. 31.13a.) As the bar moves to the right, the magnetic flux
through the area enclosed by the circuit increases with time because the area
increases. Lenz’s law states that the induced current must be directed so that the
magnetic field it produces opposes the change in the external magnetic flux.
Because the magnetic flux due to an external field directed into the page is increas-
ing, the induced current, if it is to oppose this change, must produce a field
directed out of the page. Hence, the induced current must be directed counter-
clockwise when the bar moves to the right. (Use the right-hand rule to verify this
direction.) If the bar is moving to the left, as in Figure 31.13b, the external mag-
netic flux through the area enclosed by the loop decreases with time. Because the
field is directed into the page, the direction of the induced current must be
clockwise if it is to produce a field that also is directed into the page. In either case,
the induced current tends to maintain the original flux through the area enclosed
by the current loop.

Let us examine this situation using energy considerations. Suppose that the bar is
given a slight push to the right. In the preceding analysis, we found that this motion
sets up a counterclockwise current in the loop. What happens if we assume that the

978 CHAPTE R  31 •  Faraday’s Law

Figure 31.13 (a) As the
conducting bar slides on the two
fixed conducting rails, the
magnetic flux due to the external
magnetic field into the page
through the area enclosed by the
loop increases in time. By Lenz’s
law, the induced current must be
counterclockwise so as to produce
a counteracting magnetic field
directed out of the page. (b) When
the bar moves to the left, the
induced current must be clockwise.
Why?
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Figure 31.14 (a) When the magnet is moved toward the stationary conducting 
loop, a current is induced in the direction shown. The magnetic field lines shown 
are those due to the bar magnet. (b) This induced current produces its own 
magnetic field directed to the left that counteracts the increasing external flux. The
magnetic field lines shown are those due to the induced current in the ring. 
(c) When the magnet is moved away from the stationary conducting loop, a current 
is induced in the direction shown. The magnetic field lines shown are those due to 
the bar magnet. (d) This induced current produces a magnetic field directed to the
right and so counteracts the decreasing external flux. The magnetic field lines 
shown are those due to the induced current in the ring.
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We are forced to conclude that current must be counterclockwise
This is clearly inconsistent with all experience and violates law of energy conservation 
 System would acquire energy with no input of energy 

This force would accelerate the rod and increase its velocity

BUT
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That is, the induced current tends to keep the original magnetic flux through the
circuit from changing. We shall show that this law is a consequence of the law of
conservation of energy.

To understand Lenz’s law, let us return to the example of a bar moving to the
right on two parallel rails in the presence of a uniform magnetic field (the external
magnetic field, Fig. 31.13a.) As the bar moves to the right, the magnetic flux
through the area enclosed by the circuit increases with time because the area
increases. Lenz’s law states that the induced current must be directed so that the
magnetic field it produces opposes the change in the external magnetic flux.
Because the magnetic flux due to an external field directed into the page is increas-
ing, the induced current, if it is to oppose this change, must produce a field
directed out of the page. Hence, the induced current must be directed counter-
clockwise when the bar moves to the right. (Use the right-hand rule to verify this
direction.) If the bar is moving to the left, as in Figure 31.13b, the external mag-
netic flux through the area enclosed by the loop decreases with time. Because the
field is directed into the page, the direction of the induced current must be
clockwise if it is to produce a field that also is directed into the page. In either case,
the induced current tends to maintain the original flux through the area enclosed
by the current loop.

Let us examine this situation using energy considerations. Suppose that the bar is
given a slight push to the right. In the preceding analysis, we found that this motion
sets up a counterclockwise current in the loop. What happens if we assume that the

978 CHAPTE R  31 •  Faraday’s Law

Figure 31.13 (a) As the
conducting bar slides on the two
fixed conducting rails, the
magnetic flux due to the external
magnetic field into the page
through the area enclosed by the
loop increases in time. By Lenz’s
law, the induced current must be
counterclockwise so as to produce
a counteracting magnetic field
directed out of the page. (b) When
the bar moves to the left, the
induced current must be clockwise.
Why?
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Figure 31.14 (a) When the magnet is moved toward the stationary conducting 
loop, a current is induced in the direction shown. The magnetic field lines shown 
are those due to the bar magnet. (b) This induced current produces its own 
magnetic field directed to the left that counteracts the increasing external flux. The
magnetic field lines shown are those due to the induced current in the ring. 
(c) When the magnet is moved away from the stationary conducting loop, a current 
is induced in the direction shown. The magnetic field lines shown are those due to 
the bar magnet. (d) This induced current produces a magnetic field directed to the
right and so counteracts the decreasing external flux. The magnetic field lines 
shown are those due to the induced current in the ring.
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Likewise ☛ if bar is push to the left  
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This induced current produces its own magnetic field directed to the left 

When magnet is moved toward stationary conducting loop
current is induced in the direction shown

Magnetic field lines shown are those due to bar magnet

That is, the induced current tends to keep the original magnetic flux through the
circuit from changing. We shall show that this law is a consequence of the law of
conservation of energy.

To understand Lenz’s law, let us return to the example of a bar moving to the
right on two parallel rails in the presence of a uniform magnetic field (the external
magnetic field, Fig. 31.13a.) As the bar moves to the right, the magnetic flux
through the area enclosed by the circuit increases with time because the area
increases. Lenz’s law states that the induced current must be directed so that the
magnetic field it produces opposes the change in the external magnetic flux.
Because the magnetic flux due to an external field directed into the page is increas-
ing, the induced current, if it is to oppose this change, must produce a field
directed out of the page. Hence, the induced current must be directed counter-
clockwise when the bar moves to the right. (Use the right-hand rule to verify this
direction.) If the bar is moving to the left, as in Figure 31.13b, the external mag-
netic flux through the area enclosed by the loop decreases with time. Because the
field is directed into the page, the direction of the induced current must be
clockwise if it is to produce a field that also is directed into the page. In either case,
the induced current tends to maintain the original flux through the area enclosed
by the current loop.

Let us examine this situation using energy considerations. Suppose that the bar is
given a slight push to the right. In the preceding analysis, we found that this motion
sets up a counterclockwise current in the loop. What happens if we assume that the
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Figure 31.13 (a) As the
conducting bar slides on the two
fixed conducting rails, the
magnetic flux due to the external
magnetic field into the page
through the area enclosed by the
loop increases in time. By Lenz’s
law, the induced current must be
counterclockwise so as to produce
a counteracting magnetic field
directed out of the page. (b) When
the bar moves to the left, the
induced current must be clockwise.
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Figure 31.14 (a) When the magnet is moved toward the stationary conducting 
loop, a current is induced in the direction shown. The magnetic field lines shown 
are those due to the bar magnet. (b) This induced current produces its own 
magnetic field directed to the left that counteracts the increasing external flux. The
magnetic field lines shown are those due to the induced current in the ring. 
(c) When the magnet is moved away from the stationary conducting loop, a current 
is induced in the direction shown. The magnetic field lines shown are those due to 
the bar magnet. (d) This induced current produces a magnetic field directed to the
right and so counteracts the decreasing external flux. The magnetic field lines 
shown are those due to the induced current in the ring.
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Magnetic field lines shown are those due to induced current in ring

that counteracts the increasing external flux 

That is, the induced current tends to keep the original magnetic flux through the
circuit from changing. We shall show that this law is a consequence of the law of
conservation of energy.

To understand Lenz’s law, let us return to the example of a bar moving to the
right on two parallel rails in the presence of a uniform magnetic field (the external
magnetic field, Fig. 31.13a.) As the bar moves to the right, the magnetic flux
through the area enclosed by the circuit increases with time because the area
increases. Lenz’s law states that the induced current must be directed so that the
magnetic field it produces opposes the change in the external magnetic flux.
Because the magnetic flux due to an external field directed into the page is increas-
ing, the induced current, if it is to oppose this change, must produce a field
directed out of the page. Hence, the induced current must be directed counter-
clockwise when the bar moves to the right. (Use the right-hand rule to verify this
direction.) If the bar is moving to the left, as in Figure 31.13b, the external mag-
netic flux through the area enclosed by the loop decreases with time. Because the
field is directed into the page, the direction of the induced current must be
clockwise if it is to produce a field that also is directed into the page. In either case,
the induced current tends to maintain the original flux through the area enclosed
by the current loop.

Let us examine this situation using energy considerations. Suppose that the bar is
given a slight push to the right. In the preceding analysis, we found that this motion
sets up a counterclockwise current in the loop. What happens if we assume that the
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Figure 31.13 (a) As the
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through the area enclosed by the
loop increases in time. By Lenz’s
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directed out of the page. (b) When
the bar moves to the left, the
induced current must be clockwise.
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Magnetic field lines shown are those due to bar magnet

When magnet is moved away from stationary conducting loop
current is induced in direction shown

That is, the induced current tends to keep the original magnetic flux through the
circuit from changing. We shall show that this law is a consequence of the law of
conservation of energy.

To understand Lenz’s law, let us return to the example of a bar moving to the
right on two parallel rails in the presence of a uniform magnetic field (the external
magnetic field, Fig. 31.13a.) As the bar moves to the right, the magnetic flux
through the area enclosed by the circuit increases with time because the area
increases. Lenz’s law states that the induced current must be directed so that the
magnetic field it produces opposes the change in the external magnetic flux.
Because the magnetic flux due to an external field directed into the page is increas-
ing, the induced current, if it is to oppose this change, must produce a field
directed out of the page. Hence, the induced current must be directed counter-
clockwise when the bar moves to the right. (Use the right-hand rule to verify this
direction.) If the bar is moving to the left, as in Figure 31.13b, the external mag-
netic flux through the area enclosed by the loop decreases with time. Because the
field is directed into the page, the direction of the induced current must be
clockwise if it is to produce a field that also is directed into the page. In either case,
the induced current tends to maintain the original flux through the area enclosed
by the current loop.

Let us examine this situation using energy considerations. Suppose that the bar is
given a slight push to the right. In the preceding analysis, we found that this motion
sets up a counterclockwise current in the loop. What happens if we assume that the
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Figure 31.13 (a) As the
conducting bar slides on the two
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magnetic flux due to the external
magnetic field into the page
through the area enclosed by the
loop increases in time. By Lenz’s
law, the induced current must be
counterclockwise so as to produce
a counteracting magnetic field
directed out of the page. (b) When
the bar moves to the left, the
induced current must be clockwise.
Why?
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Figure 31.14 (a) When the magnet is moved toward the stationary conducting 
loop, a current is induced in the direction shown. The magnetic field lines shown 
are those due to the bar magnet. (b) This induced current produces its own 
magnetic field directed to the left that counteracts the increasing external flux. The
magnetic field lines shown are those due to the induced current in the ring. 
(c) When the magnet is moved away from the stationary conducting loop, a current 
is induced in the direction shown. The magnetic field lines shown are those due to 
the bar magnet. (d) This induced current produces a magnetic field directed to the
right and so counteracts the decreasing external flux. The magnetic field lines 
shown are those due to the induced current in the ring.
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This induced current produces magnetic field directed to the right 

Field lines shown are those due to induced current in ring

and so counteracts decreasing external flux

That is, the induced current tends to keep the original magnetic flux through the
circuit from changing. We shall show that this law is a consequence of the law of
conservation of energy.

To understand Lenz’s law, let us return to the example of a bar moving to the
right on two parallel rails in the presence of a uniform magnetic field (the external
magnetic field, Fig. 31.13a.) As the bar moves to the right, the magnetic flux
through the area enclosed by the circuit increases with time because the area
increases. Lenz’s law states that the induced current must be directed so that the
magnetic field it produces opposes the change in the external magnetic flux.
Because the magnetic flux due to an external field directed into the page is increas-
ing, the induced current, if it is to oppose this change, must produce a field
directed out of the page. Hence, the induced current must be directed counter-
clockwise when the bar moves to the right. (Use the right-hand rule to verify this
direction.) If the bar is moving to the left, as in Figure 31.13b, the external mag-
netic flux through the area enclosed by the loop decreases with time. Because the
field is directed into the page, the direction of the induced current must be
clockwise if it is to produce a field that also is directed into the page. In either case,
the induced current tends to maintain the original flux through the area enclosed
by the current loop.

Let us examine this situation using energy considerations. Suppose that the bar is
given a slight push to the right. In the preceding analysis, we found that this motion
sets up a counterclockwise current in the loop. What happens if we assume that the
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Figure 31.13 (a) As the
conducting bar slides on the two
fixed conducting rails, the
magnetic flux due to the external
magnetic field into the page
through the area enclosed by the
loop increases in time. By Lenz’s
law, the induced current must be
counterclockwise so as to produce
a counteracting magnetic field
directed out of the page. (b) When
the bar moves to the left, the
induced current must be clockwise.
Why?
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Figure 31.14 (a) When the magnet is moved toward the stationary conducting 
loop, a current is induced in the direction shown. The magnetic field lines shown 
are those due to the bar magnet. (b) This induced current produces its own 
magnetic field directed to the left that counteracts the increasing external flux. The
magnetic field lines shown are those due to the induced current in the ring. 
(c) When the magnet is moved away from the stationary conducting loop, a current 
is induced in the direction shown. The magnetic field lines shown are those due to 
the bar magnet. (d) This induced current produces a magnetic field directed to the
right and so counteracts the decreasing external flux. The magnetic field lines 
shown are those due to the induced current in the ring.
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8.3. MOTIONAL EMF 100

(2) The induced current is in such a direction as to oppose the changes that
produces it.

(3) Incorporating Lentz’ Law into Faraday’s Law:

E = �N
d�m

dt

If
d�m

dt
> 0, �m ⇥ ⌅ E appears ⌅ Induced current

appears.

⌅ �B-field due to
induced current

⌅ change in �m
so that
=⌅ �m ⇤

(4) Lenz’ Law is a consequence from the principle of conservation of energy.

8.3 Motional EMF

Let’s try to look at a special case when the changing magnetic flux is carried by
motion in the circuit wires.

Consider a conductor of length L moving
with a velocity v in a magnetic field �B.

Question
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8.3. MOTIONAL EMF 100

(2) The induced current is in such a direction as to oppose the changes that
produces it.

(3) Incorporating Lentz’ Law into Faraday’s Law:

E = �N
d�m

dt

If
d�m

dt
> 0, �m ⇥ ⌅ E appears ⌅ Induced current

appears.

⌅ �B-field due to
induced current

⌅ change in �m
so that
=⌅ �m ⇤

(4) Lenz’ Law is a consequence from the principle of conservation of energy.

8.3 Motional EMF

Let’s try to look at a special case when the changing magnetic flux is carried by
motion in the circuit wires.

Consider a conductor of length L moving
with a velocity v in a magnetic field �B.

Answer
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9.4 Motional EMF

8.3. MOTIONAL EMF 100

(2) The induced current is in such a direction as to oppose the changes that
produces it.

(3) Incorporating Lentz’ Law into Faraday’s Law:

E = �N
d�m

dt

If
d�m

dt
> 0, �m ⇥ ⌅ E appears ⌅ Induced current

appears.

⌅ �B-field due to
induced current

⌅ change in �m
so that
=⌅ �m ⇤

(4) Lenz’ Law is a consequence from the principle of conservation of energy.

8.3 Motional EMF

Let’s try to look at a special case when the changing magnetic flux is carried by
motion in the circuit wires.

Consider a conductor of length L moving
with a velocity v in a magnetic field �B.

Because of this charge separation electric field     is produced inside conductor

Straight conductor of length

directed into the page 

Assume conductor is moving with constant  
under influence of some external agent

  directed along the length   perpendicular to both    and  
Electrons in conductor experience force ~FB = q~v ⇥ ~B

Charges accumulate at both ends 

is moving through uniform   -field 
L
~B

~v ? ~B

L ~v ~B

Under influence of this force
electrons move to lower end of conductor and accumulate there

leaving  net positive charge at upper end

is balanced by the upward electric force  
until downward magnetic force        on charges remaining in conductor qvB

qE

~E
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Voltage across ends of conductor ☛ 

~FE + ~FB = 0

) q ~E + q~v ⇥ ~B = 0

) ~E = �~v ⇥ ~B

�V = �
Z L

0

~E · d~s

�V = �EL

�V = vBL) Voltage ☛

Potential difference is maintained between ends of conductor   

At this point ☛ electrons move only with random thermal motion

Equilibrium requires that

through the uniform magnetic field
as long as the conductor continues to move 
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8.3. MOTIONAL EMF 101

Hall E�ect for the charge carriers in the rod:

�FE + �FB = 0

⇤ q �E + q�v ⇥ �B = 0 (where �E is Hall electric field)

⇤ �E = ��v ⇥ �B

Hall Voltage inside rod:

�V = �
ˆ L

0

�E · d�s

�V = �EL

� Hall Voltage : �V = vBL

Now, suppose the moving wire slides without
friction on a stationary U-shape conductor.
The motional emf can drive an electric cur-
rent i in the U-shape conductor.
⇤ Power is dissipated in the circuit.
⇤ Pout = V i (Joule’s heating)
(see Lecture Notes Chapter 4)

What is the source of this power?
Look at the forces acting on the conducting rod:

• Magnetic force:

�Fm = i�L⇥ �B

Fm = iLB (pointing left)

• For the rod to continue to move at constant velocity v, we need to apply
an external force:

�Fext = ��Fm = iLB (pointing right)

� Power required to keep the rod moving:

Pin = �Fext · �v
= iBLv

= iBL
dx

dt

= iB
d(xL)

dt
( xL = A, area
enclosed by circuit)

= i
d(BA)

dt
( BA = �m, magnetic flux)

Suppose moving wire slides without friction   

Motional emf can drive electric current    in    -shape conductor

Power is dissipated in circuit

Joule’s heating

What is source of this power?

conductorU

Ui

)

) P
out

= V i

Look at the forces acting on conducting rod:
• Magnetic force

• For wire to continue to move at constant velocity    
 we need to apply an external force

~Fm = i~L ⇥ ~B

Fm = iLB (pointing left)

~F
ext

= �~F
m

= iLB (pointing right)

on stationary -shape

☛

☛

☛
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P
in

= ~F
ext

· �~v
= iBLv

= iBL

dx

dt

= iB

d(xL)

dt

= i
d(BA)

dt
BA = �m

xL = A

) Power required to keep rod moving

area enclosed by circuit)(

( magnetic flux)

Since energy is not being stored in system

We recover Faraday’s Law

) P
in

+ P
out

= 0

iV + i
d�m

dt
= 0

) V = �d�m

dt
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8.3. MOTIONAL EMF 102

Since energy is not being stored in the system,

� Pin + Pout = 0

iV + i
d�m

dt
= 0

We ”prove” Faraday’s Law ⇥ V = �d�m

dt

Applications :

(1) Eddy current: moving conductors in presence of magnetic field

Induced current

⇥ Power lost in Joule’s heating
�E2

R

⇥

⇥ Extra power input to keep moving

To reduce Eddy currents:

(2) Generators and Motors:
Assume that the circuit loop is rotating at a constant angular velocity
�, (Source of rotation, e.g. steam produced by burner, water falling
from a dam)

Generators and Motors
Assume circuit loop is rotating at constant angular velocity   
(Source of rotation ☛ steam produced by burner or water falling from dam)

!

Magnetic flux through loop ☛ �B = N

Z
~B · d ~A = NBA cos ✓

loop

number of coils
changes with time! ✓ = !t

Induced emf ☛ E = �d�B

dt
= �NBA

d

dt
(cos !t)

Induced current ☛

= N BA! sin!t

i =
E
R

=
NBA!

R
sin!t
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Alternating current (AC) voltage generator

Power has to be provided by source of rotation
acting on a current loop in a magnetic field

~⌧ =

~µz}|{
Ni ~A ⇥ ~B

) ⌧ = NiAB sin ✓

to overcome torque

In commercial power plants, the energy required to rotate the loop can be derived
from a variety of sources. For example, in a hydroelectric plant, falling water directed
against the blades of a turbine produces the rotary motion; in a coal-fired plant, the
energy released by burning coal is used to convert water to steam, and this steam is
directed against the turbine blades. As a loop rotates in a magnetic field, the magnetic
flux through the area enclosed by the loop changes with time; this induces an emf and
a current in the loop according to Faraday’s law. The ends of the loop are connected
to slip rings that rotate with the loop. Connections from these slip rings, which act as
output terminals of the generator, to the external circuit are made by stationary
brushes in contact with the slip rings.

Suppose that, instead of a single turn, the loop has N turns (a more practical
situation), all of the same area A, and rotates in a magnetic field with a constant
angular speed !. If " is the angle between the magnetic field and the normal to the
plane of the loop, as in Figure 31.22, then the magnetic flux through the loop at
any time t is

#B $ BA cos " $ BA cos !t

where we have used the relationship " $ !t between angular position and angular
speed (see Eq. 10.3). (We have set the clock so that t $ 0 when " $ 0.) Hence, the
induced emf in the coil is

(31.10)

This result shows that the emf varies sinusoidally with time, as plotted in Figure 31.21b.
From Equation 31.10 we see that the maximum emf has the value

%max $ NAB! (31.11)

which occurs when !t $ 90° or 270°. In other words, % $ %max when the magnetic
field is in the plane of the coil and the time rate of change of flux is a maximum. Fur-
thermore, the emf is zero when !t $ 0 or 180°, that is, when B is perpendicular to the
plane of the coil and the time rate of change of flux is zero.

The frequency for commercial generators in the United States and Canada is 60 Hz,
whereas in some European countries it is 50 Hz. (Recall that ! $ 2&f, where f is the
frequency in hertz.)

% $ 'N  
d#B

dt
 $ 'NAB  

d
dt

 (cos !t) $ NAB! sin !t

S ECT I O N  31 . 5 •  Generators and Motors 983

(a)

Slip rings N

Brushes

External
circuit

Loop

S

t

ε

(b)

εmax

External
rotator

Active Figure 31.21 (a) Schematic diagram of an AC generator. An emf is induced in
a loop that rotates in a magnetic field. (b) The alternating emf induced in the loop
plotted as a function of time.

At the Active Figures link
at http://www.pse6.com, you
can adjust the speed of
rotation and the strength of the
field to see the effects on the
emf generated.

Normal

θ

B

Figure 31.22 A loop enclosing an
area A and containing N turns,
rotating with constant angular
speed ! in a magnetic field. The
emf induced in the loop varies
sinusoidally in time.

Net effect of torque is to oppose rotation of coil
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Replace load resistance     with a battery of emf 

Electric motor is a generator operating in reverse

8.4. INDUCED ELECTRIC FIELD 104

The net e�ect of the torque is to oppose the rotation of the coil.

An electric motor is simply a generator
operating in reverse.
⌅ Replace the load resistance R with
a battery of emf E .

With the battery, there is a current in the coil, and it experiences a
torque in the B-field.
⌅ Rotation of the coil leads to an induced emf, Eind, in
the direction opposite of that of the battery. (Lenz’ Law)

� i =
E � Eind

R

⌅ As motor speeds up, Eind ⇥, � i ⇤
� mechanical power delivered = torque delivered = NiAB sin � ⇤
In conclusion, we can show that

Pelectric = i2R + Pmechanical

Electric power input Mechanical power delivered

8.4 Induced Electric Field

So far we have discussed that a change in mag-
netic flux will lead in an induced emf distributed
in the loop, resulting from an induced E-field.

However, even in the absence of the loop (so that there is no induced current),
the induced E-field will still accompany a change in magnetic flux.

)R E

Eind

) i =
E � Eind

R

Eind ", ) i #

)

With battery ☛ there is a current in coil
torque in B-field

Rotation of coil leads to an induced emf ☛      
in direction opposite that of battery

8.4. INDUCED ELECTRIC FIELD 104

The net e�ect of the torque is to oppose the rotation of the coil.

An electric motor is simply a generator
operating in reverse.
⌅ Replace the load resistance R with
a battery of emf E .

With the battery, there is a current in the coil, and it experiences a
torque in the B-field.
⌅ Rotation of the coil leads to an induced emf, Eind, in
the direction opposite of that of the battery. (Lenz’ Law)

� i =
E � Eind

R

⌅ As motor speeds up, Eind ⇥, � i ⇤
� mechanical power delivered = torque delivered = NiAB sin � ⇤
In conclusion, we can show that

Pelectric = i2R + Pmechanical

Electric power input Mechanical power delivered

8.4 Induced Electric Field

So far we have discussed that a change in mag-
netic flux will lead in an induced emf distributed
in the loop, resulting from an induced E-field.

However, even in the absence of the loop (so that there is no induced current),
the induced E-field will still accompany a change in magnetic flux.

Lenz’s law

) As motor speeds up

Pelectric = i2R + Pmechanical

Electric power input Mechanical power delivered

and it experiences
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9.5 Induced Electric Field

8.4. INDUCED ELECTRIC FIELD 104

The net e�ect of the torque is to oppose the rotation of the coil.

An electric motor is simply a generator
operating in reverse.
⌅ Replace the load resistance R with
a battery of emf E .

With the battery, there is a current in the coil, and it experiences a
torque in the B-field.
⌅ Rotation of the coil leads to an induced emf, Eind, in
the direction opposite of that of the battery. (Lenz’ Law)

� i =
E � Eind

R

⌅ As motor speeds up, Eind ⇥, � i ⇤
� mechanical power delivered = torque delivered = NiAB sin � ⇤
In conclusion, we can show that

Pelectric = i2R + Pmechanical

Electric power input Mechanical power delivered

8.4 Induced Electric Field

So far we have discussed that a change in mag-
netic flux will lead in an induced emf distributed
in the loop, resulting from an induced E-field.

However, even in the absence of the loop (so that there is no induced current),
the induced E-field will still accompany a change in magnetic flux.

8.4. INDUCED ELECTRIC FIELD 105

� Consider a circular path in a region
with changing magnetic field.

The induced E-field only has tangential components. (i.e. radial E-field = 0)
Why?
Imagine a point charge q0 travelling around the circular path.
Work done by induced E-field = q0Eind⇤ ⇥� ⌅

force

· 2�r⇤⇥�⌅
distance

Recall work done also equals to q0E , where E is induced emf

� E = Eind2�r

Generally,

E =

˛
⇥Eind · d⇥s

where
¸

is line integral around a closed loop, ⇥Eind is induced E-field, ⇥s is
tangential vector of path.
� Faraday’s Law becomes

˛
C

⇥Eind · d⇥s = � d

dt

ˆ
S

⇥B · d ⇥A

L.H.S. = Integral around a closed loop C
R.H.S. = Integral over a surface bounded by C

Direction of d ⇥A determined by direction of line integration C (Right-Hand Rule)

We have seen that a changing magnetic flux 
induces an emf and a current in a conducting loop

 by claiming that electric field is created in conductor 

In the same way
 we can relate induced current in conducting loop to an electric field

as a result of the changing magnetic flux
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S ECT I O N  31 . 4 •  Induced emf and Electric Fields 981

31.4 Induced emf and Electric Fields

We have seen that a changing magnetic flux induces an emf and a current in a
conducting loop. In our study of electricity, we related a current to an electric field
that applies electric forces on charged particles. In the same way, we can relate an
induced current in a conducting loop to an electric field by claiming that an electric
field is created in the conductor as a result of the changing magnetic flux.

We also noted in our study of electricity that the existence of an electric field is
independent of the presence of any test charges. This suggests that even in the absence
of a conducting loop, a changing magnetic field would still generate an electric field in
empty space.

This induced electric field is nonconservative, unlike the electrostatic field produced
by stationary charges. We can illustrate this point by considering a conducting loop of
radius r situated in a uniform magnetic field that is perpendicular to the plane of the
loop, as in Figure 31.19. If the magnetic field changes with time, then, according to
Faraday’s law (Eq. 31.1), an emf ! " # d$B/dt is induced in the loop. The induction
of a current in the loop implies the presence of an induced electric field E, which must
be tangent to the loop because this is the direction in which the charges in the wire
move in response to the electric force. The work done by the electric field in moving a
test charge q once around the loop is equal to q!. Because the electric force acting on
the charge is qE, the work done by the electric field in moving the charge once around
the loop is qE(2%r), where 2%r is the circumference of the loop. These two expressions
for the work done must be equal; therefore, we see that

Using this result, along with Equation 31.1 and the fact that $B " BA " %r2B for a
circular loop, we find that the induced electric field can be expressed as

(31.8)

If the time variation of the magnetic field is specified, we can easily calculate the in-
duced electric field from Equation 31.8.

The emf for any closed path can be expressed as the line integral of E & ds over that
path: ! " !E & ds. In more general cases, E may not be constant, and the path may not
be a circle. Hence, Faraday’s law of induction, ! " # d$B/dt, can be written in the
general form 

(31.9)

The induced electric field E in Equation 31.9 is a nonconservative field that
is generated by a changing magnetic field. The field E that satisfies Equation 31.9

" E&ds " #
d$B

dt

E " #
1

2%r
 
d$B

dt
" #

r
2

 
dB
dt

 E "
!

2%r

q! " qE(2%r)

current is induced, and the induced emf is B!v. As soon as the
left side leaves the field, the emf decreases to zero.

(C) The external force that must be applied to the loop to
maintain this motion is plotted in Figure 31.18d. Before the
loop enters the field, no magnetic force acts on it; hence, the
applied force must be zero if v is constant. When the right side
of the loop enters the field, the applied force necessary to
maintain constant speed must be equal in magnitude and op-
posite in direction to the magnetic force exerted on that side.
When the loop is entirely in the field, the flux through the
loop is not changing with time. Hence, the net emf induced in

the loop is zero, and the current also is zero. Therefore, no ex-
ternal force is needed to maintain the motion. Finally, as the
right side leaves the field, the applied force must be equal in
magnitude and opposite in direction to the magnetic force
acting on the left side of the loop.

From this analysis, we conclude that power is supplied
only when the loop is either entering or leaving the field.
Furthermore, this example shows that the motional emf
induced in the loop can be zero even when there is motion
through the field! A motional emf is induced only when the
magnetic flux through the loop changes in time.

Figure 31.19 A conducting loop
of radius r in a uniform magnetic
field perpendicular to the plane of
the loop. If B changes in time, an
electric field is induced in a
direction tangent to the
circumference of the loop.
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Faraday’s law in general form

▲ PITFALL PREVENTION
31.2 Induced Electric

Fields
The changing magnetic field
does not need to be in existence
at the location of the induced
electric field. In Figure 31.19,
even a loop outside the region of
magnetic field will experience
an induced electric field. For
another example, consider 
Figure 31.8. The light bulbs glow
(if the switch is open) even
though the wires are outside the
region of the magnetic field.

Induced electric field is nonconservative
unlike electrostatic field produced by stationary charges

 Because electric force acting on charge  
 work done by electric field in moving charge once around loop 

We can illustrate this point by considering conducting loop of radius  
situated in uniform magnetic field that is perpendicular to plane of loop

r

If magnetic field changes with time ☛

 emf                      induced in loop E = �d�B/dt
according to Faraday’s law

which must be tangent to the loop 

 Induction of current in loop
 implies presence of induced electric field

because this is direction in which charges in the wire move 

Work done by   -field in moving test charge    once around loop q

These two expressions for work done must be equal

= qE2⇡r
= q ~E

= qE~E

in response to electric force

~E
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 we see that ☛ qE = qE2⇡r)

E = E2⇡r

= � 1

2⇡r

d�B

dt

= �r

2

dB

dt

In general ☛ emf for any closed path can be expressed as line integral

E =

I
~E · d~s

I
~E · d~s = �d�

dt

Induced electric field is a nonconservative field 
that is generated by a changing magnetic field 

E =
E
2⇡r
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Faraday’s Law becomes ☛ 
I

C

~Eind · d~s = � d

dt

Z

S

~B · d ~A)

L.H.S = Integral around a closed loop C

8.4. INDUCED ELECTRIC FIELD 105

� Consider a circular path in a region
with changing magnetic field.

The induced E-field only has tangential components. (i.e. radial E-field = 0)
Why?
Imagine a point charge q0 travelling around the circular path.
Work done by induced E-field = q0Eind⇤ ⇥� ⌅

force

· 2�r⇤⇥�⌅
distance

Recall work done also equals to q0E , where E is induced emf

� E = Eind2�r

Generally,

E =

˛
⇥Eind · d⇥s

where
¸

is line integral around a closed loop, ⇥Eind is induced E-field, ⇥s is
tangential vector of path.
� Faraday’s Law becomes

˛
C

⇥Eind · d⇥s = � d

dt

ˆ
S

⇥B · d ⇥A

L.H.S. = Integral around a closed loop C
R.H.S. = Integral over a surface bounded by C

Direction of d ⇥A determined by direction of line integration C (Right-Hand Rule)

R.H.S = Integral over a surface bounded by C

Direction of      determined by direction of line integration   d ~A C

(Right-Hand Rule)
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Regular   -field Induced   -field
created by changing B-fieldcreated by charges
 -field lines form closed loops

Electric potential cannot be defined 
(or, potential has no meaning)

Non-conservative force fieldConservative force field

and end on       charge

  -field lines start from

can define electric potential 
so that we can discuss potential 
difference between two points

Classification of electric and magnetic effects 

will NOT see an induced   -field but just a regular   -field

⇓⇓

8.4. INDUCED ELECTRIC FIELD 106

”Regular” E-field Induced E-field

created by charges created by changing B-field

E-field lines start from +ve and end
on �ve charge

E-field lines form closed loops

can define electric potential so that
we can discuss potential di�erence
between two points

Electric potential cannot be defined
(or, potential has no meaning)

⇥ ⇥
Conservative force field Non-conservative force field

The classification of electric and magnetic e�ects depend on the frame of reference
of the observer. e.g. For motional emf, observer in the reference frame of the
moving loop, will NOT see an induced E-field, just a ”regular” E-field.
(Read: Halliday Chap.33-6, 34-7)

8.4. INDUCED ELECTRIC FIELD 106

”Regular” E-field Induced E-field

created by charges created by changing B-field

E-field lines start from +ve and end
on �ve charge

E-field lines form closed loops

can define electric potential so that
we can discuss potential di�erence
between two points

Electric potential cannot be defined
(or, potential has no meaning)

⇥ ⇥
Conservative force field Non-conservative force field

The classification of electric and magnetic e�ects depend on the frame of reference
of the observer. e.g. For motional emf, observer in the reference frame of the
moving loop, will NOT see an induced E-field, just a ”regular” E-field.
(Read: Halliday Chap.33-6, 34-7)

~E ~E

~E ~E

~E~E

+q �q

depend on frame of reference of observer !!!
e.g. For motional emf ☛ observer in reference frame of moving loop

SUMMARY

To be continued next semester in Special Relativity 
same bat-time, same bat-channel
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